
Words of Conspiracy of Cells of Fire 

Your event, creates cracks in the concrete universe surrounding us, as it tries to 

lighten things and situations concerning a reality we have experienced and we re still 

experiencing. 

The video for the Phoenix plan you re going to show,  was a video made for an event 

in Athens where we were going to intervene telephonically to describe the new 

charges that led us to one more trial. It was about the charges of inciting some attacks 

that were carried out in the context of the Phoenix project, which starts with the 

blowing of the Korydallos prison director’s personal car by  the Conspiracy of Cells 

of Fire, Core  Sole/Boleno. 

At that time, all imprisoned members of CCF in their letter had hailed this action, and 

on that letter they based the new indictment. In the video one can hear the voices of 

the imprisoned members. 

The book “Our day will come” is an editorial attempt of comrades from Chile who 

tried to record the story of an attempted escape of the CCF members and all that 

followed. Arrests of CCF members’ relatives and the hunger strike they had for the 

release of those relatives. 

In both cases there is a (common) central axis: the desire of some imprisoned 

anarchists not to accept the conditions of their captivity.Through these stories one can 

see that either one way or the other, the unquenchable thirst for action and for 

freedom can not be stifled. 

We hope this message will warm your hearts and make you feel closer to us despite 

the countless kilometers separating us. 

We send our warmest greetings to the comrades who took the initiative to contact us 

and who prepared this event, as well as all the comrades attending it. 

A flaming hug from the prison cells of the greek republic. 
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